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SOUTH WEST FRANCE
10 DAY PHOTO TOUR
May 15th - 25th 2018

WITH PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS JON DAVISON & KINGSLEY KLAU

Day 1. Monday May 14th.
ARRIVAL AT LA BORIE GRANDE - your tour base
Pick up is from Toulouse airport at 12 noon
in our mini-van, then it’s a 1.5 hours drive to
your accommodation at La Borie Grande,
near Cordes where we will have a late lunch
and settle in. Following your long flight you
will probably want to just chill out! After a
rest we meet up to introduce the team (Jon,
Jude, Kingsley, Tess, Lilly, Tim) and explain
the tour. Here we can discuss any concerns
you may have. Plus we will give you the daily
photography information sheets that give you
an idea of what the tour will be covering. After
dinner (the first taste of what is to come from
the creative culinary skills of Tess!) we have a
short film/slide show to give you an idea of the
area we are visiting.
Day 2. Tuesday May 15th.
CORDES-SUR-CIEL - hilltop ‘Bastide’ village
Following breakfast at La Borie we take the
short five minute drive to the medieval village
of Cordes, then a stroll around to give you the
opportunity to photograph the village and the
medieval gates that once surrounded Cordes.
We have lunch at Jon and Jude’s home on
Rue des Mitons overlooking the Cerou Valley.
This is followed by a thoroughly entertaining
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and informative tour of the Musee St Gregoire
with artist/explorer/archaeologist W. John
Hackwell and his wife Yvonne. The gallery
houses an incredible collection of contemporary
paintings and sculpture by renowned Australian
Aboriginal artists, including Albert Namatjira.
Also original paintings by Australian narrative
painter, Moriss Kennedy, depicting the life
of Albi native, Jean-François de Lapérouse
from an Australian perspective. Lastly, the
Ornithoborg Collection of interactive sculptures
by Andrew Hackwell, an award-winning
Australian sculptor.
Later, we have a leisurely stroll on the southern
side of the Cerou valley below to get an
overview of Cordes. Over dinner at La Borie,
we will be joined by French/English teacher
Christophe Lauren and his wife Martine, for an
entertaining look at all things French! You will
have a chance to practice your French with
them too if you like.

TOP LEFT: Le Barbacane, in Jon & Jude’s home
town, Cordes-sur-Ciel. TOP RIGHT: An Andrew
Hackwell sculpture. LOWER RIGHT: John and
Yvonne Hackwelll.
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Day 3. Wednesday May 16th
BELCASTEL / NAJAC
Panoramas, sunset.
Following breakfast at La Borie, we head to
the stunning medieval village of Belcastel
and its arched bridge over the river Aveyron.
We will have three hours here, with a picnic
lunch by the river. We can wander around this
quintessential medieval village for some great
shooting positions. We leave Belcastel for a
slow drive through some typical Tarn farmscapes, with rolling hills, lush foliage and typical
medieval architecture.
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We arrive at Najac to take in some late
afternoon light. This is a very picturesque village
with winding lanes, a ruined castle and 11th
century abbey. We arrive back at La Borie for
another home cooked creation by Tess.

BELOW & RIGHT: Medieval Belcastel by the River
Aveyron. OPPOSITE The medieval village of Najac at
sunset.

Day 4. Thursday May 17th

PENNE, BRUNIQUEL - Fortified towns
A relaxed morning portrait photo shoot
in the beautiful restored barn at La Borie,
focusing on natural and studio flash lighting
techniques. After lunch at La Borie we head off
for an afternoon shoot of castles and fortified
villages. Firstly we visit the haunting medieval
castle ruins of Penne. Then on to Chateau
Bruniquel overlooking the Aveyron river. Dinner
at La Borie. These locations provide great
opportunites to use all the tools outlined in your
course notes.
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LEFT: Natural window
light and flash portrait
session of Annabelle
& Mark Shannon, plus
Kingsley Klau, taken
during our April 2017
tour. CENTRE: Chateau
Bruniquel high above
the river Aveyron.
RIGHT & BELOW: The
precarious ruins of
Chateau Penne.
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Day 5. Friday May 18th

PIGEONNIERS - Ancient Dove houses.
Today we will see many of the unique pigeon
houses (pigeonniers) that make up the rural
landscape of the Tarn. Pigeons were a source
of highly valued meat, fertiliser, plus later on
Saltpeter was found, leading to the invention of
gunpowder. Up till the 17th century they were
considered status symbols for the lords of the
land, until the law changed so that every man
could cultivate pigeons.
The Tarn has the most variety in Europe. From
left to right, we will be shooting - Andillac, La
Bastide de Levis, La Bastide de Levis, Varen,
and Le Verdier. Back to La Borie for lunch,
then after a free afternoon at around 5pm we
will visit ‘Chateau de Saurs’, a premier, award
winning organic winery of the Gaillac region.
Here Anne will offer us a tour of the beautiful
estate, chateau grounds, the vineyard and have
the opportunity to sample some of their great
wines. We will have an evening picnic here on
the lawn near an old pigeonnier and salamander
pond. There will be time to photograph amid
some lovely light here in the early evening.

TOP RIGHT: Part of the cave at Chateau de
Saurs.
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Day 6. Saturday May 19th
AMBIALET / CHATEAU GRANDVAL
This morning have a relaxed photo critique
and post production session. Then it’s a
free morning until a great lunch on the lawn
prepared by Tess. We then head to the lovely
historic village of Ambialet, set in a loop of the
river Tarn. There is a good opportnity here to
look at some of our camera settings using the
flowing water of the Weir as the subject.
Later we head to the drowned 15th century
Chateau Grandval
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TOP LEFT TO RIGHT: Post

producton session at La Borie.
Chateau Grandval. River Tarn and
Ambalet.
RIGHT: We will be using the
Ambialet Weir as the subject for
our Depth of Field and Shutter
Speed discussion.

Day 7. Sunday May 20th
ST ANTONIN NOBLE VAL / LAGUEPIE
Market town / castle.
This morning we drive to the lively market of St
Antonin Noble Val (the setting for the film ‘The
100 Foot Journey’). Here we will have time to
do some shopping, have a coffee and wander
about this bustling place. There is colour and
activity here by the basket full, so some great
visual opportunities to be had here!
From St Antonin we head back to Cordes
through rolling farmscapes filled with Canola
and ripening Wheat.
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We make a short stop at St Martin Laguepie,
to shoot a ruined 13th century castle destroyed
by the Crusader Simon de Montfort. Views are
from the bridge and the village.
We return to La Borie and our evening meal, via
the nearby village of Vedillerie.This gives a great
side-on view of Cordes-sur-Ciel, which like the
Grain-de-Sel, is even better in the mist.

OPPOSITE: Part of the extensive wine cave at

Chateau de Saurs.
MAIN IMAGE: The ruins of the medieval
Castlenau-de-Levis and its 40 metre observation
tower, near Albi.

LEFT: St Martin Laguepie by the River
Aveyron. BELOW: Tour group above the

valley mist, viewing Cordes from the
road to Vedillerie. BOTTOM: St Antonin
Noble Val and the river Aveyron.

Day 8. Monday May 21
CORDES-SUR-CIEL / FREE DAY
This morning we will have a 6am start for
a dawn shoot overlooking Cordes from La
Grain de Sel, a hill overlooking this unique
village. This is the prime location to really view
the pyramidal shape of Cordes. Hopefully
there will be some mist, and we may even see
a balloon or two passing low over the village!
Following breakfast back at La Borie, the rest
of the day is yours to spend at your leisure.
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We can help organize transport to Albi or
Toulouse if you would like to shop or stroll
around these ancient cities. But keep in mind
that we will be covering Albi as a shoot location
on the last day.

The pink shades of dawn illuminate summer
mist surrounding the medieval hill top village of
Cordes-sur-Ciel and the Cerou valley.
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Day 9. Tuesday May 22ndnd
CHATEAU DU CAYLA / CASTLENAU DE LEVIS
This afternoon we visit Chateau Cayla
(former home of French poet Maurice de
Guerin) where we will have a tour, plus the
opportunity to shoot with authentic window
light, similar to what the old Dutch Masters
used. This gives a lovely rich ambience
for portraits, when set against old plaster
walls with dark interiors. Then we wind our
way back to La Borie for lunch and time to
download our images and a bit of a critique.
Later this afternoon we head to La Nauze
pigeonnier for an early sunset, then the ruined
castle at Castlenau-de-Levis, for a dusk to
night shoot. Back to La Borie for a late dinner.
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OPPOSITE & BELOW: Window
light and period kitchen
Chateau Cayla.
LEFT: Castenau-de-Levis.
LOWER: La Nauze pigeonnier.
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Day 11. Wednesday May 23rd
CORDES / LA BORIE GRANDE
Today we will look at set-up shots in and around
La Borie, from still-life to set-ups with props. We
can explore some creative outcomes here and
it’s a lot of fun seeing what we can discover.
Tonight we will have a sunset shoot from the
Grain de Sel overlooking Cordes. Ater dinner at
La Borie we will have a quick twilight session to
explore time-exposures, under the starlight.
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Day 11. Thursday May 24th
ALBI – EPISCOPAL CITY
An extended morning photo critique and postproduction Photoshop / Lightroom tutorial at
la Borie. This gives you a chance to present
your personal assigment that you were given
on day one. Early afternoon we have a 20 min
drive to the beautiful medieval city of Albi on
the river Tarn. Here we can discover the rich
history of the red brick-coloured Episcopal city.
Albi was at the centre of the 12th century Cathar
heresies, hence ‘the Albigensian crusade’.
This was a systematic purging of anyone who
resisted or who had opposing views to the
ruling Catholic church.
The Pope gave his blessing via an inquisition
to the subsequent burning of thousands of
peaceful followers of the Cathar movement,
throughout the Tarn together with the Aude
and Roussillon regions. We will be covering late
afternoon light, sunset and twilight. Back to La
Borie for a late celebratory dinner.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Inner city Albi at twilight. St
Cecille cathedral, and the red brick houses
by the river. Typical medieval streets with the
dominant cathedral. Panorama of the River Tarn
from the Berbie Palace. One of the huge pigeon
eating Catfish unique to the river Tarn.
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Day 12. Friday May 25th
DEPARTURE TO TOULOUSE
We will do one trip in the mini van to Toulouse
Blagnac airport today at a time that is suitable
for everyone. The exact time is to be advised,
but generally before booking your ticket liase
with us to see what the majority of guests are
doing and we will post the time on our facebook
page or via an email to you. But as a general
rule, try and arrange your departure time for
around midday.

TRANSPORT OPTIONS
Cordes-sur-Ciel is a 1hr 15min drive from Toulouse or
20mins from Albi.
La Borie Grande is in the small hamlet of St MarcelCampes, a 5min drive from Cordes.
Nearest airports to Cordes are Toulouse, Barcelona,
Perpignan, Castres, Rodez and Carcassonne.
You can get a train direct to Cordes. The station
Cordes-Vindrac is 5mins from Cordes and runs
from Toulouse to either Figeac, Carmaux or Aurillac.
Nearby stations that are sometimes easier are in Albi
and Gaillac, both an easy 20min drive from Cordes.
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9 Rue des Mitons, 81170 Cordes-sur-Ciel
Occitanie, France
Jon Davison Jude Brazendale

Kingsley Klau Tess Davison

t: + 33 (0) 680 806 198
e: jon@eyeinthesky.com.au
w: https://www.eyeinthesky.com.au
fb: https://www.facebook.com/espphototours/
ESP PhotoTours gratefully acknowledges the support of our partners.

Premium wines
Lisle-sur-Tarn, Occitanie, France

LA BORIE
GRANDE

